CONTERRA
attachments

MINI TILLER/LEVELER
SOIL CONDITIONER
FEATURES:
- Ideal attachment for creating seedbeds
and windrows
- Direct drive design
- Large solid urethane rubber tires
- Floating mount system
- On the go depth changes
- Optional power angling
- Adjustable side plates are removable
- Spiraled teeth for windrowing
- Durable black paint finish
AVAILABLE MOUNTS

Till, Level, and Condition Your Soil...

- ASV/TEREX
Bobcat (MT-52/55, 463/S70)
Toro Dingo
Vermeer
Boxer
Ditch Witch
Ramrod
Kanga
Universal Skid Steer (Bobtatch)

Why pay for manual labour when you can own this attachment that
quickly pays for itself and earns dollars for your landscaping
company? This attachment rakes stones and debris to either side or straight ahead for easy pick up. The aggressive teeth on the large diameter roller pulverize soil like an ordinary tiller with the benefit
of faster ground speed. The
counter rotating rotor moves
soil ahead of it as it tills, filling
in low spots and chewing off
high spots. It creates perfect
seed beds and windrows. This
attachment separates rocks,
tears up sod and pulverizes dirt
clods. It rakes and tills as deep
as 2”
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MINI TILLER/LEVELER
SOIL CONDITIONER

Floating mounting system follows
the contour of the ground

Large solid urethane rubber tires
allow easier maneuverability over
rough terrain
Direct drive motor gives
higher production with lower maintenance

SPECIFICATIONS:
Angling
Working Width
Working Depth
Maximum Angling
Overall Width
Overall Length
Rated Flow
Operating Weight
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Manual (Hydraulic Optional)
48”
0” - 2.5”
25°
56”
55”
9-15 GPM
470 lbs
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